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Creative Crafting School Club
www.canvas.club/schools
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A trustworthy extension of schools
C  A  N  V  A  S    C  L  U  B    I  S

Canvas Club completely complements and enhances schools’ offerings through its schools’ program which is hosted during or 
after-school on school premises. We teach functional art – “art that works/plays” – enabling your child to thrive in an innovative world.

Brackenfell

Alon Ashel
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I   N   T   R   O   D   U   C   T   I   O   N

Canvas Club celebrates the magic of creativity in a technological world by teaching tots to tweens to harness conscious curiosity 

through weekly, much-loved, fun creative crafting classes at over 50 locations across South Africa, New Zealand and Namibia. 

Canvas Club is a trusted extension of schools with a contemporary curriculum endorsed by Occupational Therapists.

For Ages 2 - 6 Years
We sing, dance, play with bubbles, ribbons, balls... and make a unique themed craft to take home every week.

We focus on sensory play as well as emotional, social and other performance skills development, exposing your child to new textures 

and colours in every class. We often share class photos and a write ups on what we learned with parents along with loads of ideas to 

turn everyday items into awesome crafts and toys at home. Most importantly, we have loads of fun!
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Why Canvas Club?
COMPLEMENT YOUR OFFERING

Providing your child with an holistic education is any parent’s heartfelt wish. 
And as a high-end, well-priced, fun, interactive creative crafting addition to 
respected school curricula across South Africa, Canvas Club nurtures the magic 
of creativity through celebrating conscious curiosity and is fast becoming a 
much-valued choice.

ENDORSED BY OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS

Our age-appropriate and contemporary curriculum focuses on fine motor skill 
development, problem solving and processing skills. Combining creative 
crafting with STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics) skills we 
provide a platform – endorsed by Occupational Therapists – for creative 
expression that nurtures imagination.

WE TAKE CARE OF ALL THE ADMIN

You don’t have to lift a finger. Your parents book and pay for classes directly via 
our online system. We also cover the admin, legalities and indemnities.

CHILDREN LOVE CANVAS CLUB!

In our uncompromised support of community, friendship and inclusive 
innovation, Canvas Club is loved by children, parents and schools alike – just 
ask them!
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How it works
L  E  T “ S     D  O     T  H  I  S

THE COST

Children are signed up for the term and the cost works out 

roughly R90 per class per child, depending on the number of 

weeks in the term. We provide all the materials and supplies.

BOOKINGS & PAYMENT

Term bookings are made through our online booking and 

payment system. We will create a unique URL for your 

school (e.g. www.canvas.club/curro-brackenfell) through 

which parents can book and pay via Card, SnapScan, Zapper 

or EFT.

FREE DEMO CLASS

We offer a free demo class at your school. 

This would give you and your students a feel of what our 

classes are all about. After the demo class, the classes will be 

hosted on a weekly basis.

WHAT WE WOULD NEED

We would require a classroom to host the classes and a 

weekly time slot(s) that suits. Assistance to marketing (an 

email to parents or feature in your newsletter) would also be 

appreciated.
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“Canvas Club creates experiences through fun filled craft activities that allow children to 

perform and excel in their sole occupation ‘Play’. Where they are able to learn and engage in 

various performance skills which are fundamental parts of a child’s development. Canvas 

club also creates an environment through the activities where a child is able to engage on 

their pace and their level of functioning according to their developmental milestones.” 

Aniqah Sarlie | Occupational Therapist

“My kids love Canvas Club - it provides them with a safe space where they can be creative, 

messy and just have loads of fun. They come home after class in such good spirits and so 

proud of their artworks. I will definitely recommend this to children of any age!” Charlaine 

Opperman, mom of Daniel (5) and Larah (8)

“Our little girl loves Canvas Club! She wants to sleep with the caterpillar she made every 

night! Every week it is something different and fun!” Elli Visser Spies, mom of Anja (3)

What our clients have to say
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Why Creative Crafting?
T  H  E       B  E  N  E  F  I  T  S

Research shows that art integration is crucial to creating well-rounded, well-prepared learners and leaders. 

PROMOTES CREATIVITY, PROBLEM SOLVING 
AND INNOVATION 

Creative Crafting provide a platform for creative 
expression that nurtures imagination. Problem 
solving, decision making and processing skills 

are all innate to a crafting activity. 

ENCOURAGES SELF EXPRESSION
Creative Crafting allow for the development of 

a sense of personal identity and teaches 
children to express themselves; giving parents 
and teachers insight into what a child is feeling, 

thinking and experiencing.

BOOSTS SELF ESTEEM
Creative Crafting activities create a sense of 

achievement inside children and boosts their 
self esteem. Teaching a child to create 

something tells them that they are in control. 
This builds immense confidence in them. 

DEVELOPS FINE MOTOR SKILLS
Creative Crafting helps develop bilateral 

coordination and improves fine motor skills as 
projects involve moving and using the hands 

and fingers.

ENCOURAGES SOCIALISING, BUILDING 
FRIENDSHIPS AND LEARNING TO HELP 

OTHERS
Interacting with others with the same interests 
provides children the opportunity to socialise 

and build friendships. Children assist 
classmates in sharing techniques and ideas.

TEACHES TIME MANAGEMENT AND 
PLANNING

Projects need to be planned and time needs to 
be managed to complete the project in time.

RELIEVES STRESS
Unlike academics and sports, creative crafting 

does not promote competition. On the contrary, 
it helps convert negative energy into positive 

habits.

TEACHES STEM SKILLS
Creative crafting  not only incorporates STEM 

(Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematics) elements but it teaches valuable 

STEM techniques, models and concepts that 
sculpt the imagination.

TEACHES FLEXIBILITY
Most craftwork can be achieved in more than 

one way. Unlike maths where one doesn’t have 
much flexibility, crafts teach students that they 
can achieve the same result through a different 

method. This will help them in real life where 
they continuously face situations with multiple 

possibilities.
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Contact us to set up a free demo class
www.canvas.club/schools
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Gauteng
ALBERTON Buggy Pillay & Neldi Venter, buggy@canvas.club, 084 888 0049

CENTURION Yots Bosschoff, yots@canvas.club, 078 509 8380
DIE WILGERS Somien Smit, somien@canvas.club, 076 439 6252

IRENE Nicole du Plessis, nicole@canvas.club, 079 559 3473
KRUGERSDORP Celeste Boshoff, celeste@canvas.club, 082 325 5771

MONDEOR Erika Venter, mondeor@canvas.club, 078 6721060
RANDBURG. Anneke Vorster, randburg@canvas.club

SHERE Anel Ras-Scheepers, anel@canvas.club, 084 989 6024
MONTANA Chalene Eckard, charlene@canvas.club, 071 473 0412 

MONUMENT PARK Cormea Martens, cormea@canvas.club, 082 512 4634
VANDERBIJL Ronel Coetzee, roodepoort@canvas.club, 082 909 2882

WATERKLOOF GLEN Anneke le Roux, anneke@canvas.club, 082 358 3132 
WELTEVREDENPARK Wendy Phillips, wendy@canvas.club, 079 692 6833

WOODMEAD Lea Warburton, lea@canvas.club, 083 273 5600

Free state
BLOEMFONTEIN Sumari Botha, sumari@canvas.club, 079 514 3381

Kwazulu Natal
KLOOF Mandolien Jubileus, mandolien@canvas.club, 073 213 6274

SHELLY BEACH Ronel Coetzee, roodepoort@canvas.club, 082 909 2882

Mpumalanga
MIDDELBURG Claudi de Villiers, claudi@canvas.club, 083 787 1645

SECUNDA Jenet Muller, jenet@canvas.club, 064 655 1482
WITBANK Heleen Walker, heleen@canvas.club, 079 526 4622

Our locations
T  H  E     C  L  U  B

Western Cape
ATLANTIC SEABOARD Christelle JvR, christelle@canvas.club, 084 595 5007

BELLVILLE Hanneke JvR, hanneke@canvas.club, 072 018 0220
BRACKENFELL Tanja Engelbrecht, tanja@canvas.club, 072 068 0848
DURBANVILLE Melissa Pienaar, melissa@canvas.club, 083 454 1089

GEORGE Melanie Mare, melanie@canvas.club, 082 928 0179
KUILSRIVER Alta van der Merwe, alta@canvas.club, 0834629907

PARKLANDS Sina Sulger, sina@canvas.club, 073 956 3600
PAROW Elmari van Zyl, elmari@canvas.club, 083 327 7945

PLETTENBERG BAY Maryke Gertenbach, maryke@canvas.club, 072 606 8055
SOMERSET WEST Thea van Zyl, thea@canvas.club, 083 642 5342

STELLENBOSCH Izobelle Louw, izobelle@canvas.club, 072 658 7143
TAMBOERSKLOOF Christelle JvR, christelle@canvas.club, 084 595 5007

WEST COAST Annie Bakkes, annie@canvas.club, 071 868 9529
WORCESTER Cobie Ross, cobie@canvasc.club, 084 514 6234

Eastern Cape
PORT ELIZABETH Tania Marais, tania@canvas.club, 083 657 3313

Limpopo
TZANEEN Louise van der Zee, louise@canvas.club, 083 458 4748

Namibia
SWAKOPMUND Adonia Mouton, adonia@canvas.club, 081 147 2636

WINDHOEK Elsa de Jager, elsa@canvas.club, +264 81 1278216

New Zealand, North Island
TAUPO Dellys D’Alton, dellys@canvas.club, +64 27 619 6553

http://www.canvas.club/brackenfell

